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Chair’s Report
PET had another good year in 2018. Highlights included assuming the lease of
the West Whins Common House from Duneland with the unanimous support of
West Whins residents. We have since relocated the community library there in
collaboration with the New Findhorn Association (NFA), and made the facility available
to the community for meetings, workshops and social events.
In collaboration with Göran Wiklund and Amanda Haworth, PET also prepared another
community carbon footprint assessment that informed us that we have cut our total
carbon emissions by 25% from 2018. Göran also did one for the Foundation’s “Climate
Change and Consciousness 2019” conference and learned that it alone had produced a
footprint of approximately 10% of the community’s annual footprint (in addition to its
educational and financial benefits of course). Happily, Göran has agreed to do another
community assessment for 2020 and has forged an agreement with the Foundation to
offset ALL their guests’ travel here next year.
Marcus Lindner has handled our Section 75 housing properties this year and has
overseen the preparations for 8 more units if and as the North Whins development
comes on stream.
Cornelia Featherstone has developed our new Care In Community division that is
preparing to hire a new coordinator who will attend to the caring needs of our
community members.
Fasil Bogale has overseen PET finances and awaits the final auditor’s approval of this
year’s income and outgoings. Accounts for the year ending 31st March 2019 are
included in this report.
Stephen Couling is no longer on the PET Board but he continues to handle our accounts
efficiently and promptly.
Details of these and other developments are contained in the following divisional
reports.
The PET board has ‘stabilised’ significantly this year, but we continue to welcome new
directors from those who may feel so moved.
3rd August 2019 - Roger Doudna Park Ecovillage Trust Chair of the Board of Directors
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Affordable Housing Report
It was quite an active year for PET Housing. At the beginning of the year,
the Housing Director was Stephen Couling. Marcus Lindner assumed the
position upon Stephen’s resignation in May 2018.

collaboration
Up until that time the main issues and responsibilities for Housing concerned the
ongoing operations and maintenance of the assets owned by PET. Paddy Atkinson
tended to all maintenance matters with Stephen filling in during his absence. In
August, the PET Housing Group met with the Director of New Findhorn Directions
with the proposal that NFD take over maintenance, factoring and administration for
all PET residences. PET and NFD entered into an agreement effective in September.
Annual inspections, including the five year electrical inspections, were then carried
out by NFD with the assistance of Paddy Atkinson in both the inspections and
turnover. Also, the West Whins units received their final construction inspections
following the first year of occupation in December.

east whins
Also during the early part of the year, the East Whins Residents Association became
a Limited Company and the Housing Director for PET became one of its Board
members.

gdpr
GDPR compliance was reviewed by the Housing Director. Bert Meyer (was and is)
always a great help with regard to technical assistance, policies, procedures,
governmental regulations, etc.

nomination
Upon the suggestion of the PET voluntary Administrator, Bert Meyer, the Housing
Director with the assistance of Cornelia Featherstone, both initial and former
Housing Director, submitted an application for the West Whins development to be
recognized as a Best Practice in Scotland for community regeneration. Following an
onsite interview by a team of judges from Scotland’s Regeneration Forum (SURF),
in-house discussion and vote, West Whins became one of three housing
developments out of fifteen applicants to be shortlisted for the award. We were
invited to the grand celebration in Glasgow…. all expenses paid. Although we did not
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win the grand prize, it was reward enough to be recognized by such a prestigious
organization.

projects
There were several proposals made by various groups to partner with PET in the
provision of housing in the community. Most notable were: the possibility of PET, on
behalf of the Caring Community Circle, taking a Master Lease on Rainbow Lodge
which would be converted into a residence for elders and persons interested in
moving into a more central location; an EcoHostel to be developed in North Whins;
and the use of the West Whins Common House.
The Housing Group (Roger Doudna, Fasil Bogale and Marcus Lindner… with the
support of Cornelia Featherstone and Paddy Atkinson) spent a considerable amount
of time and energy this year on the potential uses of the Common House at West
Whins, the possibility of Rainbow Lodge becoming a supportive residence and the
future development of North Whins with regard to PET assuming the Section 75
compliance burden from Dunelands.
30th July 2019 - Marcus Lindner Affordable Housing Division liaison on the PET board of Directors

Carbon Strategy Report
The past year has seen a progressive increase in interest and concern
about climate change, locally, nationally, globally. Another hot and wet
summer, following the previous hot dry one last summer, has meant that climate
stories increasingly appear in national news stories. Our own ‘Climate Change &
Consciousness 2019’ conference in April happily coincided with a 2 week peaceful
demonstration in London by a group called Extinction Rebellion that culminated in a
declaration of ‘climate emergency’ in Scotland, the UK and even Moray Council. Last
autumn’s wildfires in a place ironically called Paradise, California (and elsewhere) has
meant that it’s even a topic in the current run of Democratic Party debates in the
USA, despite Trump’s abiding insistence that it’s all a ‘hoax’. The climate issue is
clearly ‘hotting up’.
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climate conference
The Foundation’s climate conference was the big ‘consciousness raising’ event of the
year here. Some 250 folks gathered to meet, greet, commiserate and indeed
collaborate upon a raft of initiatives around the world. It was also a perfect
opportunity to practise some serious carbon reduction initiatives, or at least offset
travel here. I’m happy to report that the Foundation, at the instigation of Graham
Meltzer, resident coordinator, did in fact offset their presenters travel here with PET.
Sadly, only 2% of conference participants followed this example, at least with PET.
The upside of this equation is that it still constitutes twice the amount of offsetting
currently practiced by air travellers, which the BBC has estimated at about 1% of the
air travelling public.

community carbon footprint
In the lead up to CCC19, Göran Wiklund completed his assessment for PET of the
community’s carbon footprint for 2018. It revealed that our total footprint had
dropped 25% from 13.4 tonnes of CO2 per resident the previous year to 8.3 tonnes
in 2018, but did so primarily because guest numbers had also dropped. So, sadly,
it’s difficult to make any direct comparisons, but positive in that the community did
reduce its emissions overall.

findhorn foundation
It must be said that the Findhorn Foundation, largely at the instigation of departing
Steward Gabrielle Buist, has been a good partner with PET and set an example by
taking steps to reduce its carbon footprint. In addition to offsetting travel by CCC19
presenters, they are now offsetting the transport department’s local mileage and
Trustees’ travel, several of whom come here by plane twice a year for their
meetings.
In collaboration with Göran Wiklund, they have agreed to offset all their programme
guests next year by charging them £7 each and explaining why they are doing so.
The terms of the agreement as are follows:
1. FF will add £7 to every programme price in 2020 in order to offset the cost of its
guests' travel here. (This fee was recommended by Göran on the basis of it being
the average travel footprint of FF's guests in 2018.)
2. FF will explain to their guests that this is their institutional response to climate
change. They will also encourage footprint reduction and offsetting across the
board.
3. FF will send revenues accrued from the first 6 months of guest programmes to PET,
and do likewise after the ensuing 6 months.
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4. These monies will be forwarded (excepting those going to PET's core costs for
providing this service) to the "Project Reduce Deforestation in Brazil" initiative, one
of several offered on PET's website, and guests will be informed of this intention.

climate webinar
I conducted a w
 ebinar called ‘Reasons For Hope’ in association with the Foundation’s
‘Findhorn Live’ department. I interviewed three Findhorn Fellows on their respective
innovative responses to the climate issue. They are Albert Bates (The Farm in
Tennessee), Paul Allen (Centre For Alternative Technology in Wales) and Kosha
Joubert (Global Ecovillage Network here at Findhorn), all of whom have attended UN
Climate COPS (Conferences Of Parties) and devised their own responses thereto. It
‘aired’ several weeks before CCC19 in April and continues to be available on the
Foundation’s website where it has had 772 views to date.

carbon offsetting
Speaking of websites, though more than a hundred folks have already offset there,
PET has just completed a year-long effort by Bert Meyer, Göran Wiklund, Emma
Logan, myself and, most recently, Mark Anderson to make our own offset process
even more ‘user friendly’. I invite you all to view the results by d
 oing a bit of
offsetting yourselves.

drawdown
Kay Lynne Sherman, former community member and Findhorn Fellow, has made
several visits here to share her work with Paul Hawken’s DRAWDOWN initiative and

attendant training. She will be returning from 2nd November
this year with her team
to present a
 week-long training as part of the Building Bridges division of the
Foundation’s guest offerings. It will also be open to community residents.
As I’m sure you all know, Eveline Rodenburg was inspired by one of Kay Lynne’s
earlier visits, and has established a community project here with the assistance and
encouragement of PET, Duneland and many others. She is turning domestic food
waste back into food, one of the most effective responses to climate change
identified by the Drawdown programme.
And of the 100 global initiatives that Paul Hawken describes in his acclaimed book
DRAWDOWN (on which Kay Lynne’s offering is based), about 22 of them are already
in evidence here in our Findhorn Ecovillage Community, albeit often in ‘incipient’
forms. In descending order of ‘bang for the carbon buck’, they include: 1. Onshore
Wind (Findhorn Wind Park). 2. Reduced food waste (Eveline). 3. Plant Rich Diet
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(Findhorn Foundation). 4. Educating Girls & Family Planning (Ecologia). 5. Rooftop
Solar (AES Solar). 6. Regenerative Agriculture (Findhorn Gardens, Cullerne,
Newbold, Permaculture, etc). 7. Afforestation (Trees For Life). 8. Geothermal (Moray
Arts Centre). 9. Electric Vehicles (Moray Car Share). 10. District Heating (FF &
Soillse’s Biomass Boilers). 11. Insulation (all new buildings). 12. LED Lighting. 13.
Solar Water (AES Solar). 14. Heat Pumps (the Whins). 15. Airplanes (PET & FF’s
Offsetting). 16. Household Recycling. 17. Smart Thermostats (‘Origin’ initiative). 18.
Composting. 19. Electric Bikes (MCS, Alex Walker, etc). 19. Green Roofs (FF). 20.
Energy Storage (FWP). 21. Microgrids (FWP & New Findhorn Directions). 22.
Retrofitting (FF housing).
Not bad for a relatively small, cash strapped community that calls itself a ‘leading
edge’ ecovillage and whose ‘consciousness’ for the past 50 years or so has borne
fruit!
Though pleased with all these initiatives, PET will continue its own efforts to keep
the community apprised of the awesome challenge posed by climate change and to
promote appropriate solutions here and elsewhere. It’s part of what we all now call
“a new story for humanity” and we invite you to join us in whatever way moves you
toward the action that’s required to create it.
Should you be so moved, there’s a new 10 minute video on PET’s website called
“Visions of a Sustainable World” by the Yale School of Forestry that lays out the
parameters of what they see as the way towards realising this ‘new story’. It’s great
to have such ‘partners’, especially when they contextualise and reinforce our own
efforts.
8th August 2019 - Roger Doudna Carbon Strategy Division liaison on the PET board of Directors

Caring Community Report
The Caring Community Division within PET serves the NFA Community Care
Circle (CCC) as a charitable vehicle for its activities.

organisation
CCC has gone from strength to strength in the last year. The organisational
restructuring brought the NFA volunteer group into PET as a full division. A Working
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Group (WG) was established in December 2018 which has taken the excellent work
of the volunteer group to a new level. As this is a new development for any group
within NFA a Memorandum of Understanding is being worked up between CCC, PET
and NFA council.

education
Educational work has continued and been strengthened through a collaboration with
the Mental Health Strategy Group (a cross-community group representing FF, NFD,
NFA and Phoenix) to create a Health and Wellbeing Curriculum which was formally
announced to the community in July.

people
The report on People Care Circles (funded by NFA GatherIn 2018) strongly
recommended the creation of a paid post for a Caring Community Coordinator. CCC
has started a fundraising campaign and is working on a sustainable funding strategy
for such a post. The first successful application to NFA GatherIn 2019 has lead to a
Needs Assessment report which will support further grant applications.

projects
Sadly one of our social inclusion projects (small flats in a house located centrally
within The Park) was set back by the withdrawal of the external funder. Work
continues to seek local solutions for this project,

strategy
Present strategy of the Caring Community Division is
1) Creating a strong organisational structure for CCC - with a substantial Membership
Group that directs the Working Group. The WG to run the day-to-day affairs of the
CCC in accordance with that direction. An MoU about the relationships between the
three involved organisations - CCC, PET and NFA is in process.
2) Raising funds for a Caring Community Coordinator post.
3) Finding new solutions for social inclusion accommodation.
4) Managing the Community Care Endowment Fund, investing it in affordable housing
and giving an accrued 3% donation per annum. Collaboration between PET Finance
and CCC in the case of any application to this fund (as per policy).
5) PET providing core services support to the CCC - presently managing finances.
6) Offering the organisational/charitable vehicle for any activities of the CCC.
12th July 2019 - C
 ornelia Featherstone Caring Community Division liaison on the PET board of Directors
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Other Projects
In June 2018 a Village Green Upgrade project was undertaken and PET, in
its role of community benefit charity, served as ‘piggy bank.’
By receiving the Appeal’s donations, PET was able to submit the total amount to
GIFT AID, which adds 25p to every 100p donated. The result was that the £1,623
collected generated an extra £405.75 .
Here is another example of how PET can be used as a vehicle for community
activities that “make a real environmental difference and improve growing numbers
of Community lives.” We’re available to do more of this sort of thing－of course
when the activity f its in with our vision and mission.
Contact us when you want to talk through how we can collaborate on your project!

Finance Report
Revenue Highlights
Actual total income for Financial Year 2018 was £59.8k, a £6.9k increase
compared with the budget. This was mainly due to an unbudgeted Playground
Appeal (£2.7k), Carbon Offset purchases (£1.6k) and income from West Whins
Common House.
Direct Housing cost highlights:
● Total interest paid on loans of £21k, less by £1.2k from budget due to the last
loan payment of £20k from Ekopia only being received in April 2019.
● Housing manager – total costs of £3.5k for the year, over budget by £2.3k, due
to the new factoring agreement with NFD with a monthly fee of £180 and initial
setting fees of £1.2k.
● Repairs & Maintenance – over budget by £456, mainly due to heating system
repairs done in West Whins.
● Insurance – over budget due to unbudgeted insurance costs for West Whins
Common House.
● HoCo & THA – HoCo charges for shared owners was included in the budget. The
cost is to owners not PET.
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Other overheads highlights:
● Carbon Strategy / Climate Initiative expenses – in line with income received from
carbon offset purchases and other donations from previous years.
● Audit & Accountancy fees –an increase in fees from our new accountant. The
new annual fees are £1,080.
● Other expenses are more or less on budget.
PET made a surplus of £16,207 before depreciation in line with the budget.
Balance sheet highlights
Total cash in bank including savings account of £25.4k
Our main trade debtor is NFD, total rent payment of £8.9k owed as of Mar 2019.
Total fixed assets of £1m
£33.4k of funds held for Caring Community Fund
Total outstanding loans as of March 2019, £555k plus other liabilities of £330k
(Duneland LTD - Section 75 RHF Scottish Govt Grant)
● Total loans repaid over 2018/19 financial year - £15,028
● Total Net Asset of the charity as of March 2019 £152,890
●
●
●
●
●
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Thank you for your continued support.
Your example and dedication are the surest way of positively influencing fellow
community members’ behaviour.
Please consider choosing PET to receive your charity donations for 2019.
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